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Since its international debut in 2001, the P.V.S. Group constitutes an
interesting example of what three companies: Sebino Porcellane, Pujol and

Vidriarte, can achieve by joining
efforts with a common goal. In this
article, Glass -Technology International
interviews Santiago Hernández of
Vidriarte on the evolution of the P.V.S.
group, takes an in depth look at
Hornos Industriales Pujol’s recent
innovations, and learns more about
the group’s distribution network.
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Fig. 1 - Santiago Hernandez testing new products
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building and developingindustrial kilns of
different ranges for fusing glass. The third
component of the group is Sebino Porcellane
that offers a full range of moulds and acces-
sories for the glass fusion as well as taking
care of the distribution of kilns and flosing
products in Italy and Switzerland.”

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PVS
GROUP

Santiago Hernández, Manager of the
Technical Department of Vidriarte, is keen
on telling us more about the P.V.S. Group. “It
was set up in 1996” says Hernández, “although
it merges and takes its real strength from 2000
when the three companies, first together at
Vitrum 2001, show a real desire of giving a full
global service within the fusing sector and of
improving the synergies of all three companies”.

“A brief overview of the three participating
companies can help put P.V.S into scope,”
Hernández continues. “Since 1980,Vidriarte
has been designing and building all types of
handicraft glassworks, and has spent more than
12 years investigating, developing and produ-
cing flosing products for fusing compatible
with float. Hornos Ind.Pujol, found-
ed in 1911, is dedicated to

Fig. 3 - Vidriarte’s
school

Fig. 2 - The artistic
laboratory of Vidriarte
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Research and development
In these few years of working together, the

P.V.S. group has created a European distribu-
tion network “thanks to which all of our cus-
tomers have the guarantee that they are work-
ing with a strong after sales network, accessi-
ble know-how and continuous innovation,”
says Hernández.

Hernández stops to gather his thoughts, then
says: “In this regard, it becomes really impor-
tant for the P.V.S. group of companies to main-
tain the level of attention towards its cus-
tomers, continue expansion and consolidation
throughout Europe and increase the impor-
tance of their respective Research and Devel-
opment departments.” Vidriarte has more than
8.000 flosing glass sheets of all references in
stock which allows the company fast delivery
and service of products as soon as they are
ordered anywhere in the world. New products
will be presented at Vitrum 2003. Flosing glass
“Serie Picasso”, for example, is a new range of
24 colours which will show innovative possi-
bilities of working with float compatible
flosing products.

Financial statements
As far as the balance sheet is concerned,

Vidriarte closed fiscal year 2002 with a record
performance, confirming the success of the
strategy followed for the past three years with
the P.V.S. Group. “In the three years that the P.V.S.
Group has been together, we have made an
important step towards enhancing the interna-
tionalization of the group”, says Hernández. 

Hernández then points out, “our aims for this
year include the consolidation of our pres-
ence in the European market, to continue the
expansion at an international level without
forgetting to increase our research and devel-
opment departments.”  “That’s why”, Hernán-
dez concludes, “we are presenting a new P.V.S.
group fusing catalogue containing the full
range of Pujol, Sebino and Vidriarte products
and new collections available through our
distribution network.”

Fig. 4 - The commercial
department at Vidriarte

Fig. 7 - Glass colouring
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Fig. 5 - Packing and shipping of products
Fig. 6 - Stocking of glass in the production department



NEW TUNNEL ROLLER 
KILN FOR FUSING 
AND SLUMPING BY HORNOS
INDUSTRIALES PUJOL

Hornos Industriales Pujol has
developed the first fusing and
slumping roller tunnel kiln able to
produce any fusing process in fir-
ings of four hours from cool to
cool. The new kiln allows high
production in fusing and slump-
ing processes were a large pro-
duction is demanded.

Saving energy while increasing production
capacity.

Compared with a batch type kiln, the reduc-
tion of energy cost per piece produced achieves
rates of 80 per cent, the company says. The
reduction is due to a high efficiency design of
the heat exchange and a perfect balance between
the heating and cooling times.

An increase of production capacity, thanks to:
• Increased cost control capacity per unit pro-

duced due to the continuos line process.
• Elimination of operator downtimes due to fixed

operator position in the production layout.
• Establishing a continuous assembly-load-

unload-packaging process layout.
•  Elimination of internal factory movement 

of pieces and operators, reduction 
of loading and unloading times over 
the cars.

The company says that with this
new kiln, recycled float glass that had
been rejected until now, or included
with added cost, can be used for finished
products such as gift articles, glass
tiles and decoration panels. Moreover,
the new roller tunnel kiln allows the user
to produce decoration panels for inside
doors, mirror frames, glass tiles and
gift articles in the same kiln. As far as

Fig. 8 & 9 - Kilns for the production of
transparent glass washbasins with three holes

FIG. 8

FIG. 9

FIG. 10

FIG. 11
Fig. 10 & 11 - Kilns with stationary
trolley, moveable fusing chamber, and
roof for mobile cooling



production flexibility goes the new kiln allows
easy adaptation of production to the demand with-
in a 50 per cent range of maximum output.
Saving the risks of tunnel stops, speeding the
planning process, optimizing the production
to the demand and easily increasing the production
capacity to the high side of the demand curve.
Thanks to an efficient design, there is a high uni-
formity in the output of the tunnel kiln, giving
an exact repeatability to all types of products.

Innovations and automation
A fully integrated control and regulation sys-

tem is installed to replace the old independent reg-
ulators concentrating all the power and automa-
tion control in a unique operator interface: the
touch screen of the PLC. User-friendly graphic
environment, synoptic drawings, firing curves
of different variables, which offers fast visual
information of the process.

Laser technology is used to ensure that the
processes are constant on the same line of

products, fully auto-
mated and inde-
pendent one from
the other. A beam of
l ight between a
transmitter and a
receiver that is inter-
rupted at the moment
the hollow of the
washbasin reaches
the required depth.
Although the wash
basins that are intro-
duced into the same
kiln batch may 
be moulded in dif-
ferent ways, al l  
will reach the same
depth regardless of
whether or not one
finishes its firing
before the others.
Flat fusing can also

Fig. 12, 13,
14, 15 & 16 -
New
lampstands
in fused
glass and
new wall
appliques
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be achieved in the kiln
by adding an extra fus-
ing pan so the use of
the kiln is not limited
to just one market or to
just one product.

An accelerated cool-
ing system called “Fast
Cooling Turbo Device”
has been incorporated
into the kiln, which
allows cooling times to be reduced to between
two and four hours compared with traditional
cooling systems. The cooling is uniform all
over the roof of the kiln and therefore all over
the glass surface, avoiding any kind of break-
age or strain in the glass.

The moving roof kiln with fixed base deno-
minated “Talgo system”

The main advantage of this installation is
the reduced space required within a site to posi-
tion the kiln. It’s a space reduction of 33 per
cent compared to the space required for a tra-
ditional car kiln, with only two positions of the
moving hood against the three positions of kiln
cars of traditional design.

Infrared heating based on the principle of 
converting the whole of the kiln roof into a 
complete, uniformly radiant surface. In this way
heat application is achieved with homoge-
neous glass ceramic elements with a wide
surface of radiation.

Finally, the ceramic float base system gives
the kilns a high planimetry and low maintenance,
allowing construction of a flat surface up to 5
x 2 metres.

SEBINO PORCELLANE’S 
NEW PRODUCTS

After speaking to Santiago Hernandéz of
Vidriarte and looking at the new tunnel kiln by
Hornos Industriales Pujol, its time to take a

look at what the Italian component of the group
has been up to. Like its partners, Sebino Porcellane
will also be presenting many new products this
year. First of all, the company is adding new lines
of moulds and stamps with innovative designs.
In particular, the stamps for trays that are made
with special materials that Sebino calls yellow
paste, and have a durability of over 400 anneal-
ings. The company says it has already received
excellent feedback for the quality material used
in this product with many clients confirming it
guarantees durability requiring no maintenance.
Sebino is also offering new black or chrome
lamp stands with slots to insert art glass. Some
models of these new lamp stands are illustrated
in these pages. Overall, sales have grown steadi-
ly in this first half of the year and are expected
to show a significant growth compared to last
year thanks to new clients both in Italy and at
European level.  ■

Fig. 17, 18, 19 & 20 -
Examples of moulds
produced by Sebino
Porcellane for the fusing
and bending of glass

Italy Sebino Porcellane, Villongo

Spain Hornos Ind. Pujol, Barcelona / Vidriarte, S.L., Alicante

Norway Glassforum Ans, Bruhagen

Greece Georgia Apostolopoulou Stained Glass & Fusing, Athens

Portugal Luso Glass,...... / Tons Pastel, Espinho

France G.K. Techniques

Switzerland Sebino Porcellane, Villongo
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